
leagues: “It’s sort of a litmus test of a per-
son’s collegiality.”

The department has already begun to
put an innovative education program into
place: last October, FAS unanimously ap-
proved plans for a Ph.D. program (slated
to begin this fall) that will enable stu-
dents to pursue their education and re-
search in systems biology, but won’t be
run by Kirschner’s department alone. Stu-
dents will be able to work under the tute-
lage of faculty members from both sides of
the river. “We want it to be extremely in-
terdisciplinary,” says professor of systems
biology Pamela Silver, who is largely re-
sponsible for planning the program’s de-
tails. “We hope that this will act as a cata-
lyst between the Medical School and
Cambridge.” The program, she says, will
center on close interaction between stu-
dents and faculty members, and students
will regularly have an informal group
meeting with faculty members, alternat-
ing between Cambridge and the HMS
campus to help bridge the physical barrier
between the two locations.

The department is working to bring
systems biology to the College commu-
nity, too, by o≠ering a course this spring
(“Genomics and the Biology of Complex
Systems”) that will be open to high-level
undergraduates. “The graduate program
will be a good forum for us actually to
think about undergraduate education,”
Kirschner says. “It’s a tremendous oppor-
tunity to bring these integrated concepts
to people who are still in the formative
stages of their lives.” (It also helps to gen-
erate interest in the graduate program.)

“I’d like students to feel a bit more em-
powered about how they choose what to
do their research on,” Silver says. “We’d
try to encourage them to branch out.” (As
she has done: she both examines the regu-
lation of genes in the context of the nu-
cleus and works in synthetic biology, de-
signing organisms to perform specific
actions.) But in a nascent field that brings
the resources of two campuses into a sin-
gle classroom, the opportunities to branch
out are sometimes greater than under-
graduates’ backgrounds will allow. Many
budding biologists don’t have the mathe-
matical expertise that systems biology de-
mands, while many students interested in
applying their mathematics skills have a

scant sense of bio-
logical processes.

Silver and her
colleagues are try-
ing to overcome
this hurdle by in-
troducing the pro-
cedures in more 
accessible form
through the under-
graduate sections
that accompany
lectures. Much of
the heavy math will
be replaced by com-
puterized tools and
simulations that 
are comparatively
easy to learn. And
Kirschner says the department plans to free
its undergraduate course from the jargon of
research biology. “There’s a real tendency
in biology courses to throw out more terms
than are typically thrown out in a language
course, so that it becomes a vocabulary ex-
ercise,” he says. “But not every book that I
read by a foreign author did I read in the
original language, and I still got something
out of it. We’re going to have to provide
some of that translation. And there are
going to be some people who get interested

enough in the field
that they no longer
want it in transla-
tion.”

The new course
amplifies Kirschner
and Silver’s shared
belief that what
systems biology
o≠ers is more than
a research method:
it’s a new way of
looking at the
world, and one
they think should
be shared as widely
as possible. “Even if
undergraduates go
on to investment

banking or something, it’s important for
them to understand biology in terms of its
complexity, and in terms of what we un-
derstand about complex systems—how
they behave physiologically and how they
change in response to the environment.
That is a truer view of the biological sys-
tem,” Kirschner says. “And if they take that
away with them, they will be in a better
position to understand the kind of prob-
lems that face them in their real-world situ-
ations.”                                   �nathan heller
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Leaner Libraries
The pilot project with Google an-
nounced by the Harvard University Li-
brary in December is a small step toward
a future of possibilities in which almost

any book in any Harvard library can be
opened on-line (facing page). Meantime,
the present. 

At the Harvard College Library (HCL)
—a core group including Widener,
Houghton, Lamont, Cabot (science), Loeb
(music), and (for the moment) six other
libraries—budgetary constraints have
required library administrators to make
sta≠ and service cuts. Faculty members
said ouch, on the HCL’s and their own
behalf, at a faculty meeting on January 11.

In fiscal year 2004, ended last June, the
library had income of $73 million. Just
over 57 percent was subvention income,
the bulk of it from the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences (FAS) and the central ad-
ministration and some from the Har-
vard-Yenching Institute. Until recently,
subventions from FAS and the president
had risen annually by an inflation index
(determined by the University), plus 1.5
percent. This was “well above the rate of

Vamsi Mootha

Sidney Verba
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In agreements announced December 14, the world’s
largest search engine, Google, undertook to build an on-line
reading room to house digital, searchable versions of millions of
books belonging to Harvard, Stanford, the University of Michi-
gan, the New York Public Library, and Oxford University, and to
make them freely available to anyone anywhere on the Internet.
The collaboration has the potential to create what Harvard li-
brarians call “a revolutionary new information-location tool”
and “an important public good.”  

Harvard began with a pilot project: digitizing 40,000 of the
five million books at the Harvard Depository in Southborough,
Massachusetts. Google staff began to work at the depository in
mid January, using their own proprietary apparatus (which the
company will neither describe nor allow to be photographed),
and should finish by summer.

Harvard wants to see how the production process goes in
the pilot project before agreeing to let Google go further, ex-
plains Sidney Verba, Pforzheimer University Professor and direc-
tor of the Harvard University Library. Although he and his 
colleagues do not believe that this is risky business, they want
to make certain that Google doesn’t damage books, or lose
them, or keep them out of circulation too long. For its part,
Google needs a better sense of the price of wholesale digitiza-
tion, says Verba. That newly public, cash-flush company will pay
all the bills, apart from some support expenses borne by Har-
vard. Google isn’t talking, but others speculate that digitization
might cost $10 per book; with earlier technology, costs were
far higher. Finally, the laws that apply to digitized books still
under copyright are uncertain and changing, and even though
many publishers have already entered into agreements with
Google about how their books may be used, it is not certain,
says Verba, that the grand plan won’t be challenged.

Verba has seen Google staffers scan a book and judges the
process kind, gentle, and efficient. “We are fairly well convinced
the pilot project is going to work,” he says. If so, then Google
will get going on all 15 million Harvard books, a job that will
likely take between five and 10 years.

When the pilot project is done, the first 40,000 books will be

virtually browsable. Now, because they are off campus, their con-
tent is difficult to assess, even by Harvard users. Then, anyone
will be able to go to Google and read the full text of out-of-
copyright materials. Probably no text of books under copyright
will be displayed at first, but the library anticipates that if the full
project goes forward, snippets, or paragraphs, or perhaps even a
page or two of copyrighted books will be shown by Google
—enough text to enable a researcher to determine whether to
go to a library to see the whole book or to buy a copy.

In the coming era, a student will go to Google to search for
books on Ralph Waldo Emerson, let’s say, and read the books or
sample them on-line. If the student wants to know what Emer-
son had for breakfast, a keyword search will zip through the
books and uncover any reference to his tastes. (Verba is not
sure in what order books will be arranged in search results. Per-
haps the most popular ones will be at the top of the list. Per-
haps some yet-to-be-introduced software, informed by artificial
intelligence, will direct a user more effectively to what that user,
in particular, really wants.) 

Verba says that eventually the Google page shown to users at
Harvard will have a link to HOLLIS, the University’s on-line li-
brary catalog, so that a researcher can easily see what library at
Harvard has a wanted book and whether it is available.

A student could approach an Emerson research project in
this way, by going first to Google, but Verba recommends start-
ing with HOLLIS.That catalog will show all books about Emer-
son at Harvard and tell which have been Googleized, providing
a link. Moreover, HOLLIS catalogs books too fragile to be
scanned, as well as materials in numerous other media—pho-
tographs, for instance—and so would also reveal that Harvard
has Emerson’s papers.

Some students today may incline to the heresy that the Inter-
net can safely be their sole source of research information: if
you can’t learn on the Internet that Emerson liked his eggs
sunny side up, the information isn’t worth having.The Google-
ization of Harvard’s miles and miles of books, however, may use-
fully marry the Internet and the library in the mind of any child
of the times with a tendency to feel they are divorced.

Harvard’s Googled Library

increase for any academic department,”
according to FAS dean William C. Kirby.
But as part of University-wide belt-tight-
ening, these subventions were reduced in
2004 to inflation plus 1 percent. There was
no growth at all in the subvention in the
current fiscal year, and the library is
counting on none for fiscal year 2006. 

The library is “extraordinarily well
managed,” Kirby said at the faculty meet-
ing. HCL ended fiscal year 2004 with a $2-
million operating surplus and a reserve of
about $37 million.

“The library’s personnel costs, like most
units at Harvard, are its largest expendi-
tures,” Kirby pointed out to the faculty,
“and they have risen sharply in recent
years as healthcare costs have driven up
the fringe-benefit rate and as the Univer-
sity has negotiated new labor contracts.”
“The library has a large number of union
members,” Sidney Verba, Pforzheimer
University Professor and director of the
Harvard University Library, said in an in-
terview, “and so when a new contract is
made, or adjustments in response to the

Living Wage recommendations [see “Liv-
ing Wage: Next Stage,” March-April 2002,
page 58], it hits the library very heavily.”
Such mundane but mighty budget lines as
the Harvard assessment for utilities also
inflict pain that is outside the library’s
control.

Members of the FAS Standing Commit-
tee on the Library, alarmed by HCL bud-
get cuts and retrenchment, wrote to Kirby
last June “to request that funding for the
[library] be put on a footing su∞cient to
sustain the academic mission of the Uni-
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versity.…We urgently request that the for-
mula ‘inflation plus 2 percent’ be imple-
mented with immediate e≠ect, to main-
tain and to guarantee Harvard’s
intellectual pre-eminence for our own
generation and for the future.”

Kirby replied, and committee members
and others reported to the full faculty at
the January meeting. Attendance was
high. “Our request is realistic because it
recognizes what the library needs to meet
its fundamental mission and its minimum
running cost,” said professor of Latin
Kathleen Coleman, the committee’s vice
chair. “We are not asking for the moon.”

Moving to the digital age poses an un-

paralleled challenge for libraries world-
wide, she said, and the demand by library
users for ever-increasing resources is
mounting all the time. “Even if we ever
have the entire library on CD-ROM,” said
Coleman, “it will still be necessary to pre-
serve the entire archive of print material
alongside the digital versions, and right
now books and other materials on paper
are still the major source of new informa-
tion. They have to be acquired, they have
to be processed, and they have to be made
available.”

She zeroed in on one economy measure
cited in the committee’s letter to Kirby:
“Layo≠s in the preservation department
last spring mean that now the magnificent
new laboratory that was installed during
the Widener renovation is working at 50

percent capacity. Once a book has crum-
bled to dust it is gone, and the digitization
project [with Google] specifically ex-
cludes materials that are too fragile to be
scanned.” The committee’s letter to Kirby
notes that laying o≠ three conservation
technicians, for a salary saving of $127,000,
means that nearly 27,000 items will not be
repaired.

The library was faced with reducing
total expenses by $2.3 million in this fiscal
year, said Larsen librarian of Harvard Col-
lege Nancy Cline in an interview. “About
25 to 30 positions are no longer on the li-
brary’s books.” By June all positions at
Hilles Library will be eliminated, person-
nel from Lamont will run it, and a book
collection geared for undergraduates will
remain in a one-level Quad Library. Kum-
mel Library of the Geological Sciences
will merge with the Cabot Science Library
in June, and four positions will be col-
lapsed. The library canceled its subscrip-
tion to a bundle of science journals from
Elsevier, subscribing instead only to those
most wanted. In a small but conspicuous
frugality, the main entrance to Pusey Li-
brary and a circulation desk remain
closed. Students ask for longer open hours
at Lamont Library; the reason they don’t
get them is chiefly cost.

About 38 percent of the library’s income
derives from its substantial endowment
(roughly 1,300 endowed funds). The per-
centage of HCL’s endowment income
(like all University endowments) paid out
each year is set by the Harvard Corpora-
tion. In fiscal year 2004, 12.6 percent of the
library’s budget came from unrestricted
endowments and 25.6 percent from re-
stricted ones. 

As with all beneficiaries of restricted
endowments, such gifts are both a bless-
ing and a challenge. “A lot of the funds are
older,” says Cline, “and they reflect histor-
ical areas of academic emphasis”—such as
American or European history. A classic
example: The library has a large fund with
which to buy books about Joan of Arc only.
Librarians buy every such book published,
but have money left over. 

Money needed elsewhere must be got
elsewhere. New academic programs such
as those in South Asian studies and
African studies, especially languages,
often bring new demands for research ma-

terials, said Cline. “Our collection is not
strong in these areas, and we are acquiring
much more, but it will be 50 or more years
before we build strength in endowment
funds to support such collecting.”

“Library costs spiral faster than proba-
bly any other element in tertiary educa-
tion,” Coleman told the faculty. “The
inflation index for the library is far higher
than the Harvard index of inflation.” She
noted, for example, that the current weak
dollar hurts a library whose acquisitions
include a significant proportion of mater-
ial published abroad.

She also explained why library budgets
shouldn’t go up and down: keeping up is
less expensive than catching up. “Collect-
ing cannot be deferred. Books cost more all
the time, and they go out of print almost
overnight. It becomes prohibitively expen-
sive to track down secondhand copies….
We are not collecting for the present alone,
but for the future. We cannot predict what
future scholars may research.”

After she and several others had spoken
about the library’s centrality to Harvard’s
mission, President Lawrence H. Summers
said that he found the testimonials “enor-
mously powerful and persuasive.” But, he
said, “I hope you will all agree that when
any part of the University is funded in
multiple ways, mechanistic formulas for
subventions from one source are almost
certainly a mistake. It’s hard to believe
that the proper theory of the FAS subven-
tion should take no account of the perfor-
mance of the library’s endowment, should
take no account of the magnitude of the
surpluses in the library’s budget, should
take no account of shortfalls in the avail-
ability of funds given rising prices for li-
brary materials, should take no account of
the library’s success or failure in the devel-
opment area in mobilizing gifts.” He made
these observations, he said, “without any
judgments about what the right level of
support is next year or the year after.”  

Noting that there was “an earlier time
when the dollar was stronger on the for-
eign exchange markets,” Summers ad-
vised the library to look into the ques-
tion of currency hedging. “There are ways
of taking those risks out,” he said. Along
with all else required of modern librari-
ans, now they have another complex skill
to master.

Nancy Cline
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